
 

 

(Senior) Product Architect (Smart Contracts) for Enterprise Distributed Ledger 

Systems (Blockchain)  

 

Company profile: 

 

NOUMENA Digital AG is a rapidly growing Swiss-based Technology Company for 

Enterprise Solutions on Distributed Ledger Technology  

Our culture is “with passion”: young, innovative and with a transparent management 

style and a culture focused on people and interaction.  

Our success is built on process-oriented distributed ledger technology, an extremely 

focused vision and strategy, an excellent international team of technical and 

technology experts, a cross-industry customer base and a strong external partner 

network. 

 

We started our European expansion from the headquarters in Baar Switzerland with 

an office in Hamburg Germany - further offices will follow. 

 

What we offer 

We are looking for outstanding personalities with interdisciplinary skills in business 

modeling and architecture. Candidates who are able to identify short-, medium- and 

long-term value propositions of our clients, derive the resulting business modeling 

and implement it on the DLT platform. 

 

▪ An interdisciplinary activity: You take on the combined role of a Project Manager, 

Process Engineer and Solution Architect. 

▪ An assignment with impact: You realize business insights, optimize existing and 

design new processes and thereby design entire ecosystems. You work with top 

clients from various industries, e.g. energy, automobile, chemicals and healthcare. 

▪ You are passionate about shaping the digital future and becoming a pioneer in a 

whole new discipline. 

▪ With us you can actively shape our core products: Be Bold! Take on a key role in 

product design and thus have a direct influence on the company's success. 

▪ We offer a highly competitive compensation package, including equity stakes, as 

well as outstanding personal as well as professional growth potential.  



 

 

What you should offer: 

 

▪ An above-average university degree in either computer science, engineering, 

natural sciences, business administration or a related field. 

▪ At least two years of relevant experience in IT consulting, professional software 

development or IT architecture. 

▪ Project management experience and a confident and convincing appearance. 

▪ Excellent analytical and conceptual skills. The ability to grasp a problem, identify 

the real problem, structure it and propose pragmatic solutions. 

▪ (Data) modeling and architectural skills as well as the ability to implement 

customer projects in a formal business language. 

▪ Team spirit, communication and presentation skills and openness to new ideas. 

▪ Fluent in English and German 

▪ Swiss citizen or holder of a valid Swiss work permit type B or C, or EU/EFTA citizen.  


